Prioritizing Health & Well-being Video

[Clips of inside and outside a panda restaurant are shown.]

[Text shown: At Panda, we’re dedicated to providing our communities with a safe and healthy experience.]

[Moving graphics are shown with text: Here are the steps we’re taking. Social distancing, protective gear, tamper-evident seal, contactless pickup, deep cleaning, and frequent and thorough hand washing.]

[Text shown: Social Distancing: We maintain a safe distance for you and everyone else.]

[Text shown: Protective Gear: We’re still smiling behind the masks and gloves, all to better serve you.]

[Text shown: Tamper Evident Seal: Lets you know that your meal is safe, whether it's delivered or picked up.]

[Text shown: Contactless pickup: A safe and convenient way to enjoy your panda favorites.]

[Text shown: Deep Cleaning: We clean and sanitize regularly to help maintain a safe and healthy environment.]

[Text shown: Frequent and throughout handwashing: We follow regulatory requirements for frequent and proper handwashing.]

{Text shown: From our family to yours, stay healthy and safe.]

[Panda Express - Chinese Kitchen logo appears on screen with text: Wok On™.]